Questions regarding RFP submission for a new undergraduate EOF program:

1. Are there specific disciplines targeted for the new programs?

   No.

2. Does the organizational structure for the new program need to be different than the existing program?

   Institutions that are funded for two EOF programs may administer both within the existing organizational structure but must be able to demonstrate how each program will meet its individual mission and goals. Each program will employ a campus-based and day to day administrative staff person who is assigned oversee for providing the appropriate level of support to its enrolled EOF students.

3. Our (new) campus will not be available for Summer '18. We expect to move into our (new) campus in Fall’18. Is it acceptable to house the students at a nearby location?

   Yes. If the location for the new EOF campus program is not available this summer, the institution should be able to provide evidence that the new location will be available by Fall 2018. If the institution cannot guarantee that the new location will be ready effective Fall 2018, then this information will be taken into account when evaluating the institution's proposal.